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Comments

HumanSockPuppet • 122 points • 22 October, 2020 05:26 PM 

Society may lack a positive identity for men, but that's only tragic if one depends upon society to define oneself.

We're in the business of teaching men to define themselves. That's the strength that has built everything we
know.

avenger369_trp • 29 points • 22 October, 2020 07:27 PM 

Mr humansockpuppet. Over the last 2 days I have been rereading your old posts. You truly have enlightened
us for many years with so much knowledge. Thank you and Whisper for the time you duo have put into all of
this for our benefit. I will reread the managing + training bitches guide many times to come.

HumanSockPuppet • 30 points • 22 October, 2020 09:31 PM 

It's our pleasure. We're here because we enjoy giving back.

Be sure to give credit to yourself, too. It's painful admitting that you've been wrong. Overcoming the
pain, and approaching the world once again with open eyes and ears, requires a willpower that not many
modern men possess.

avenger369_trp • 7 points • 24 October, 2020 02:49 PM 

It’s been over 5 years and I’m still realising how deep this goes. At first I was here and thought it was
just pretty much about advanced game and PUA shit. I can’t believe how much more to red pill there
is. It truly is like being seeing the matrix for what it is, seeing how men have become disposable,
seeing how political actions have made men and women equal and actually believed that shit for most
of my life. But I can assure you that the times I’ve felt most alive is when I’ve acted on the natural
order of things. When I’m in the dominant position and she’s in the submissive position, it’s like yin
yang, a perfect fit. You taught me how to do this with conditioning, boosting.

To think for so long that I relied on solely indifference and that is exactly where I failed. I hadn’t
accepted that we have to control, because all my life they’ve told me not to. And now that I control,
they love me.

Thank you brother

Noitrasama • 5 points • 24 October, 2020 04:13 PM 

i plan on collecting all older posts by the redpill forefathers here and compile them into an ebook.

sejaexcelente • 2 points • 31 October, 2020 09:59 PM 

Please let us know when you do.

Noitrasama • 3 points • 1 November, 2020 07:07 AM 

I will though reddit may not let me post it here. Everytime I try posting an article on this
group i get bounced

loveofnotes • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 03:45 AM 

That's beautiful and very helpful for me at this time! Thank you.
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mikestar-corleone • 1 point • 26 October, 2020 07:18 PM 

How do we know you were not drunk when you posted this? I'm appalled no one has asked, IT IS RIGHT IN
THE POST YOU ILLITERATE BETAS!!! THIS MAN IS NOT TO BE TRUSTED WHEN DRUNK!

thefilthyhermit • 15 points • 23 October, 2020 01:01 AM 

The end game is...........freedom.

Casanova-Quinn • 34 points • 22 October, 2020 05:31 PM 

Good stuff. One important note: Buying a house is not ALWAYS a good financial decision. Do your research
and make sure the property and area is desirable now and in the future. A lot of homeowners break even or lose
money over time. Sometimes it makes more sense to rent until you find a good property.

TRPKiddo • 24 points • 22 October, 2020 04:05 PM 

Beautifully put. Knowing where you’re going can tremendously help you get there.

darchetype • 20 points • 22 October, 2020 05:14 PM 

Buying a house was one of the best life decisions I ever made. Not only did it help divert my attention away
from pussy and all the other dumb shit happening in the world, it also gave me expanded financial intentions and
responsibilities. I know that any improvement I make to this place (when done correctly), will only up the home
value and improve my financial gains. It feels so good calling a place my own and looking forward to that next
project. Building and creating things is what men were intended to do, and I've found that owning a house is the
best avenue for exploring and improving my builder mindset.

RedKingRising • 20 points • 23 October, 2020 12:27 AM 

TRP is a toolbox. Not an ideology. Each man decides his own end game.

RedGille • 9 points • 23 October, 2020 07:49 AM 

this.

I cannot subscribe to some of the ideas in OP (e.g. vote Trump hahaha). this stuff only serves to alienate men
who don't believe in such ideas, and is quite redundant.

I am taking from TRP what I like, and leave the rest. I don't want to be a master of some girl. only of my life.
this is not being independant. the master depends on the slave just as much.

be free, give what you can because you like to, don't take anything - receive. make yourself so great, people
will want to give you.

Nihilisticmdphdstdnt • 6 points • 23 October, 2020 04:26 PM 

I cannot subscribe to some of the ideas in OP (e.g. vote Trump hahaha)

OP never said that you retard.

redpillschool • 6 points • 23 October, 2020 05:49 PM 

I cannot subscribe to some of the ideas in OP (e.g. vote Trump hahaha). this stuff only serves to
alienate men who don't believe in such ideas, and is quite redundant.

He didn't say that.
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RedKingRising • 4 points • 23 October, 2020 03:42 PM 

I've been around long enough on one screen name or another to see TRP go from The toolbox mentality
to the Alt Right Lite mentality. It pushed a lot of men out of the trp space.

Three_Minutes_of_Arc • 4 points • 24 October, 2020 12:20 PM 

Okay, this is a common fallacy, among what I guess I would call mid-rage trp experience / half-
newbies. I've been there myself. You're thinking this is an edifice that stand on its own construction,
its not.

If you keep digging, and following, you will come to realize that TRP is not some neutral, abstract
ideal, but a product of, and the opinions of, a few guys and their world-views. Guys like Whisper,
redpillchool, HSP, Archwinger, JPWhoregan, Ilimmitableman, etc. - Vanguard tags. They started this
place and they built it, and the first three names are still here, and they are it.

The reason this is relevant, in relation to your statement, is that although politics are rarely explicitly
mentioned here, the entire foundational ideology of TRP (the sub) is anarcho-capitalist, libertarian,
BDSM-dom, and American far political right. Not maybe. For realsies.

Now, you were replying to a guy who is an outright noob, and who can't pass a basic reading
comprehension test to boot, so it really doesn't matter in that context. And both of you are basically
right in a way, because the toolset here is laid out to be useful to any man who wants to use it, even if
he votes Bernie.

But TRP has not gone from "toolbox mentality to the Alt Right Lite mentality," because the very fact
that TRP exists at all is 100% creditable to alt right mentality in the first place, and continues to be.

Also, just as an FYI, the person whom you referred to as "son," below, is the owner of the sub. So
maybe learn to read flair tags? just a suggestion.

redpillschool • 6 points • 23 October, 2020 05:48 PM 

If you speak in propaganda terms, expect to be ignored.

RedKingRising • 3 points • 23 October, 2020 05:57 PM 

You literally didn't ignore me son. You read it and replied.

redpillschool[M] • 3 points • 23 October, 2020 05:58 PM 

It was a friendly warning.

RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 07:45 PM 

you saw idiots with a demagogue complex do it and take synchophants with them.

nothing of value was lost

RedPillDad • 8 points • 23 October, 2020 03:57 PM 

Refreshing to see this forum hasn't devolved and Whisper's strong voice still resonates.

SeasonedRP • 7 points • 23 October, 2020 07:26 PM 

It's surprising to me that innocuous advice to own a rifle, which was just one of many sound tips offered in this
excellent post, triggered so many sissies who are afraid of guns. Guns are useful tools. Indeed, a woman once
said to me "what self-respecting man doesn't own a gun?" You should be more afraid of those who want to ban
guns than of guns themselves.
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cant__find__username • 6 points • 22 October, 2020 06:23 PM 

What’s the word for when you are accomplished and just observe from the outside? I remember there was a
specific word for this.

Redpiller77 • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 01:13 AM 

Amused mastery?

Kink3 • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 10:15 PM 

A manager.

yellowliar • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 04:13 AM 

Enlightened

searchfortruth • 3 points • 22 October, 2020 06:50 PM 

All great thoughts - but these things hopefully flow naturally if you turn inwards to find peace (via eg
meditation) rather than pursuing external objects (which will never be enough). I believe TRP is sort of a
midpoint station in piercing through societal lies. The ultimate lie is materialism.

sid226 • 5 points • 22 October, 2020 05:48 PM 

Nice read overall. would like to add that it's also very important to be careful while choosing the person with
whom you will share your creations and savings.

NeverLace • 2 points • 22 October, 2020 07:07 PM 

Great goals to have in mind!

SoulRedemption • 2 points • 22 October, 2020 07:12 PM 

Great read and personally needed this. Short and concise.

SKRedPill • 2 points • 24 October, 2020 02:46 AM 

There's a point where it's all yours now.

RStonePT • 2 points • 25 October, 2020 07:44 PM 

Great, simple, eloquant way to show why all the bullshit people been peddling has no place here. Politics,
antifeminism, christianity, islam, philosophy ... it's just different flavors of distraction.

People so desperate to serve a master

[deleted] • 6 points • 22 October, 2020 07:07 PM 

If you’re a gun obsessed conservative American this is great advice. Everyone has their own unique path and
purpose. I can’t relate to a lot of this stuff but it does make sense and I understand it. I mostly agree with the first
point on financial independence. Once you have that the world is your oyster.

Whisper[S] • 25 points • 22 October, 2020 07:31 PM 

You don't have to like rifles, you just have to have one. Because the opinions of a man without a rifle don't
matter unless the men with rifles say they do. So don't be a man without a rifle.

If I'm too alt-right (and too incredibly handsome and smart) for you to believe me, then listen to some
commies on the subject:
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"Para ser libre, un hombre debe tener tres cosas, la tierra, una educacion, y un fusil. Siempre un fusil !"
(Emiliano Zapata)

"Political power comes out of the barrel of a gun." (Mao Xedong)

"That rifle on the wall of the labourer's cottage or working class flat is the symbol of democracy. It is our job
to see that it stays there." (George Orwell)

"Under no pretext should arms and ammunition be surrendered; any attempt to disarm the workers must be
frustrated, by force if necessary" (Karl Marx)

On the other hand, if you're just a pussy who's afraid of guns, I can't help you.

[deleted] 22 October, 2020 07:41 PM 

[deleted]

Whisper[S] • 11 points • 22 October, 2020 08:09 PM* 

I have a glock 43

That's good. A rifle defends your home/territory, but a handgun defends your BODY. Small,
concealable, reliable, and accurate enough. Just what you want.

Could you recommend a budget AR or AK that I could order online?

I'm an AR guy myself, but AKs are good, too. There's a reason why these two rifles are the most
popular in the world.

Personally, I build most of my rifles from scratch out of off-the-shelf components, and spare no
expense, but you don't need to do that. A basic-but-sound rifle is 95% as good in most situations that
you're gonna need it for. So long as the gear works, the shooter matters more than the gear.

Back in the days when you could get a GOOD stamped AK in the US for ~$400, I would have
recommended that, but those days are gone, so you might as well get the more customizable AR...
you'll be paying about the same anyway.

The cheapest ARs you can get would run you about 650, but I don't recommend that. Palmetto State
Armory is to be commended for getting rifles in as many hands as they do, but you're going to be
buying this ONCE, so save your pennies and get it right the first time.

I'd hang out in /r/ar15 for a while and learn, but if you really want a simple recommendation you can
go with, this is probably the least expensive thing you could bet your life on.

If you're willing to spend a bit more: this is what I recommend. Brownells also sells these complete.

If you are basically comfortable with tools, and comfortable with building things, you can make one
yourself. If you want, PM me a throwaway email address and I can point you in the right direction.

max_peenor • 1 point • 24 October, 2020 05:51 PM 

Ruger has been shipping M4 copies that are surprisingly cheap given their quality.

[deleted] • 5 points • 23 October, 2020 12:21 AM* 

You don't have to like rifles, you just have to have one. Because the opinions of a man without a rifle
don't matter unless the men with rifles say they do. So don't be a man without a rifle.

I mean in theory yes, in practice basically never. I've had 30 years on this planet and never once needed a
gun to be on the same level as everyone around me. And I doubt I ever will. This logic is a self fulfilling
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prophecy - I need a gun because other people will have guns. Probably true in America, not so much
anywhere else.

[deleted] 23 October, 2020 03:46 AM* 

[deleted]

AircraftWelder • 4 points • 24 October, 2020 07:50 PM 

People seem to forget (or not understand) that the relative peace for the individual in well off
countries the last half century+ is an aberration in the history of humanity. Shit times are coming
when they’ll be reminded, and they’ll wish they had a gun.

[deleted] 23 October, 2020 04:48 AM 

[removed]

Whisper[S] • 9 points • 23 October, 2020 06:30 PM 

Isn't interesting how the working class is the darling of the left, and the producer of all value,
when the left wants to speak on their behalf, but the moment they speak on their own behalf they
become a bunch of hicks who just fell off the hay wagon?

[deleted] • -1 points • 24 October, 2020 04:05 AM 

You goddamn hillbillies don't produce anything of value

Whisper[S] • 2 points • 25 October, 2020 07:01 AM 

Just out of curiosity, you are here in TRP because...

RStonePT • 2 points • 25 October, 2020 07:50 PM 

same energy

VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 28 October, 2020 01:13 PM 

^ Facts. Nobody would think he was smart for telling them that the Earth revolved
around the sun, they would all think he was an idiot who dressed funny, couldn't speak
the local lingo and didn't know how to run a farm.

VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 28 October, 2020 01:11 PM 

I've had 30 years on this planet and never once needed a gun

Well, I suppose the "good" news is, if you need a gun, and you don't have one, you probably won't
need one again.

[deleted] • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:32 PM 

I also suppose if I get struck by lightning I'll really wish I had a defibrillator nearby

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:54 PM 

If lightning could be deterred, by defibrillators you might have an actual point.

[deleted] • 1 point • 29 October, 2020 10:14 AM 

yeah that's why EU has so much more gun crime than america, there's just no deterrence
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there

VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 29 October, 2020 02:25 PM 

I bet the folks at Charlie Hedbo and those caught in the Paris theater attacks were
ecstatic at how well European gun control worked.

You don’t have to carry a gun if you don’t want to, but I plan on shooting back. And
the fact that in the states, I might be concealed carrying at any given time access a
deterrent which benefits you, who doesn’t.

[deleted] • 2 points • 29 October, 2020 02:44 PM 

if someone wanted to randomly knife you a gun isnt going to stop them. the
murder rate of America speaks for itself. you'll be waiting a long time to be the
good guy with a guy. it basically never happens. Americans spend too much time
watching movies and not enough time understanding simple statistics.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 29 October, 2020 03:28 PM 

if someone wanted to randomly knife you a gun isnt going to stop them.

Depends on one's level of situational awareness.

you'll be waiting a long time to be the good guy with a guy {sic}.

I hope never to have to be.

Americans spend too much time watching movies and not enough time
understanding simple statistics.

Yeah, actually, since you brought up statistics, there isn't only one murder rate
in America, yet you talk about it like there is. Let's not pretend that I (or you or
anyone) has an equal chance of being shot to death in the wrong part of
Chicago as I do, well, anywhere in Vermont or New Hampshire. In fact, very
often the safest places in America are packed with guns. I mentioned VT and
NH specifically because they have the lowest gun homicide rates in the country
and yet they also have high firearms ownership.

VT and NH have a homogenous population and no big urban centers for
detritus to coagulate. It's not the guns that are the problem.

max_peenor • 2 points • 24 October, 2020 05:54 PM 

I need a gun because other people will have guns.

Yes. They are called the government. Sometimes they have plans for you.

[deleted] • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 01:17 AM 

what "plans" are these? sounds very tinfoil hat. besides if it came down to it you'd never have the
power to take on even a whiff of the governements power. so all a gun does it make them shoot
you back.

max_peenor • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 03:54 PM 
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So for months I kept hearing how guys in sandals were defeating the US Army in Iraq. Now
the US Army cannot be defeated?

Sometimes they have plans for you.

Sometimes they do and if you don't think that's true, you are ignoring 6000+ years of recorded
history. You are most certainly ignoring early American history. The constitution and bill of
rights weren't about what was happening. It was about what could happen. If we are talking
about actual civil war, then the whole thing had already failed.

What you don't understand is it worked both ways. It wasn't just that the armed citizenry was a
threat against an overreaching government. Those same guns were supposed to protect the
government from threats. Everyone was supposed to play nice and keep it that way because in
the end Americans would defend America and its constitution. And the shear size of the
armed American citizenry makes it the biggest army on the planet. So you better listen to
them.

[deleted] • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 05:53 PM 

And the shear size of the armed American citizenry makes it the biggest army on the
planet. So you better listen to them.

or what? Have all the guns you want, it literally makes no fathomable difference to my
life, it never has and it never will. I can still look down on such a shithole country. europe
is leagues ahead in almost any metric of quality of life you can measure. The average
american citizen is obese and can't stand the 50% of the population who doesn't vote his
way, what armed invasion are you picturing here when you make this statement? And this
delusion I keep seeing from gun owners like they're safeguarding the country baffles me.
All sounds like children dying to play soldier games. If you enjoy guns because they're
cool toys then fair enough, but whatever epic quest you're waiting for won't be coming any
time soon.

max_peenor • 2 points • 27 October, 2020 11:54 PM 

europe is leagues ahead in almost any metric of quality of life you can measure.

Like what? Not letting some syphilitic megalomanic burn your cities and kill off 50
million people in the last 70 years? Bravo. I find it hilarious when people say
Americans are short term thinkers when the rest of the world can barely imagine past a
couple decades. The shit we are warning you about has literally happened to you. A
lot. That's why we tried to build something different. And part of that is crating a
citizenry that won't tolerate it.

Those 100s of millions of American guns work best when they never have to be used.
That's the point.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:15 PM 

Facts.

Never mind the Holodomor (7M Ukrainians starved by Stalin). A similar thing
happened around the same time in Kazakstan where ethnic Kazaks were starved
until they became a minority population. In a country named "Kazakstan".
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VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 28 October, 2020 01:34 PM 

Dude. It's not going to be Red Dawn. It's also not likely to be the national government.
We have seen a few examples though.

A. When the libtards took over Virginia's government, and started yipping about gun
confiscation, a bunch of rednecks in camo showed up in Richmond with their guns for
a "peaceful protest" (which means usually means "riot" these days, but the gun guys
actually were peaceful), and Governor Blackface & Co had to back off their
"confiscation" ass lip.

B. If you happen to run into Antifa or whomever blocking the road you may want to
not get dragged from your car and beaten to death. A low-probability but high impact
event. Nobody living in a condo in downtown Minneapolis or Seattle ever expected to
see their cities on fire. Same for the McCloskeys - the "St. Louis Gun Couple".

Say what you want about Kyle Rittenhouse (N.B. he should have been nowhere near
the protests in Kenosha - this is one time I would have approved being home playing
vidja and smoking up), i.e. that he's a pudgy, out of shape kid with little/no training
(better trigger discipline than the McCloskeys, tho'), he lived, while of the 3 guys
trying to kill him, 2 are dead and one now goes by "Lefty".

When I was growing up in the 70s and 80s, the old WWII guys who would wander
around, mumbling to themselves about how "This used to be a free country! Now it's
going to hell!" sounded nutty.

In retrospect, they sound like prophets.

Everything "normal" 10 years ago is verboten today - that guy over there, wearing a
dress? He's not a "woman" he's a guy, wearing a dress. And fine, if that's his thing, so
long as he doesn't perve out down at the public library, but I'm not going to be forced
to participate in his mental illness.

/rant

mojambosan • 3 points • 22 October, 2020 08:13 PM 

This is true.

You can’t have the right to free speech without also having the right to defend said right.

GuruDev1000 • 2 points • 31 October, 2020 04:14 AM* 

It wasn't just that the armed citizenry was a threat against an overreaching government.

Let's rewind that to pre-gun era. Everyone had or knife at home. Did that mean that a trained army of
knife-bearers couldn't subdue the civillians? I think what matters is leadership. Civillians with guns at
home aren't united and guided by any particular leader. They are all thinking for themselves. But the
police and army are following a route set out by the leadership. If they have to oppress you outright, your
guns won't matter.

Gun-bearers haven't been able to threaten the family-courts to top being anit-male, have they?

Whisper[S] • 1 point • 31 October, 2020 04:51 AM 

I would like to learn more about these knife bears of which you speak.
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GuruDev1000 • 1 point • 31 October, 2020 04:54 AM 

You know it was a typo. I typed 'knife-beares' instead of 'knife-bearers/wielders'.

Whisper[S] • 1 point • 1 November, 2020 11:02 PM 

Your entire point was a typo. You accidentally typed without reading military history first. I
was giving you an "out".

anyJose • 2 points • 22 October, 2020 10:27 PM 

Haha if you are actually good looking you wouldn’t be red pill� look at Leonardo DiCaprio, Brad Pitt,
George Clooney or even Adam Levine the guys have been banging models since high school and they’re
democrat feminists.

RStonePT • 2 points • 25 October, 2020 07:51 PM 

I've met my fair share of guys from TRP/MRP. You'd be sprised to find that a lot of guys here are
easy on the eyes.

Good looking doesn't get you a lifetime pass to hardship

anyJose • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 08:10 PM 

I agree but just saying that good looking guys will always have luck with women. A lot of them
are blue pill but since they’re good looking they never searched for advice on women. Kind of
unfair but that’s life.

[deleted] • 0 points • 23 October, 2020 04:37 AM 

A true feminist is redpill. Feminism is treating everyone equally regardless of gender. That means not
putting women on a pedestal just because they have a vagina.

anyJose • 3 points • 23 October, 2020 05:43 AM 

Dude I don’t care about feminism or anti. I’m more of a centrist. Some conservatives get laid and
others don’t. Some feminists get laid and others don’t. It’s mostly about your looks, confidence
and game. At least that’s my opinion I don’t like when dating advice becomes political, “you have
to be a feminist to get laid” or “only conservatives are cool” it’s so cringy there’s nothing wrong
with having political views and expressing them but if you force them into your dating advice it’s
just cringy.

[deleted] • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 05:54 AM 

But I totally agree with you that people on this sub should stop politicizing their posts. This
one is a perfect example. The guy is so transparent about being a right wing conservative and
what is the purpose? It’s so offputting

631_Exuberant_Bias • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 11:53 PM 

Rifles are awesome, but for the average person a shotgun would honestly be of more use. Invest in a nice
12 gauge, either pump or semi auto.

[deleted] 22 October, 2020 07:44 PM 

[deleted]
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Whisper[S] • 19 points • 22 October, 2020 08:17 PM 

I live in Europe and it’s extremely difficult to get a gun. No one except police has them.

Why do you suppose that is?

The police don't work for you. They work for your masters.

And somehow life is pretty great.

It always is until it isn't.

On the other side the US had one mass shooting per day on average since 2013.

You don't pay news organizations. You get your news for free.

But if you're not paying, you are not the customer. You are the product. The news organization's
business model isn't selling information to you... it's selling your ears to someone who wants you to
hear some things, and not others.

That’s how I imagine you.

Of course you do. Your masters have you well-trained. Hopefully that visit to the vet wasn't too
painful.

redpillschool • 8 points • 23 October, 2020 05:51 PM 

And somehow life is pretty great.

It always is until it isn't.

Rapists running around the UK and Paris unquestioned while citizens are imprisoned for speech.
"pretty great"

VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 28 October, 2020 01:36 PM 

^ This.

The reason the working classes in the West are fighting back is it's them who are watching
their kids get raped and murdered by migrants and other detritus (Rotherham, etc.) and it's
them that has to bear the burden associated with importing losers from Loserstan.

faceless30 • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 11:43 PM 

Great answer.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 04:30 AM 

Maybe in the world you’ve created for yourself you need a gun. In the one I’ve made for myself I
certainly don’t. The second amendment was made to reassure the 13 states they could keep
militias to guard against a potential takeover by the central government. I don’t think the founding
fathers would approve of citizens buying unlimited amounts of automatic weapons at gun shows.

If you’re financially independent which I highly doubt based on your mindset, you can afford to
live in places where guns are unnecessary.

You have a deep insecurity about being weak and vulnerable and this macho MAGA mindset
helps you cope with that. You’re 100% ego driven and have no connection to the spirit world.
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redpillschool • 5 points • 23 October, 2020 05:53 PM 

Maybe in the world you’ve created for yourself you need a gun. In the one I’ve made for
myself I certainly don’t.

The thing about emergencies is: you don't get to pick and choose which show up at your door
and when.

[deleted] • 2 points • 24 October, 2020 04:14 AM 

In what emergency do you need a gun? Kid got got run over by a car? Shoot the driver.
Your dads having a heart attack in the living room? Counter attack by shooting him in the
chest. Maybe you have legitimate concerns like a crazed drug addict breaking into your
trailer but where I live I don't have those dangers.

redpillschool • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 05:17 PM 

In what emergency do you need a gun?

I'm sorry you were born without an imagination.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:39 PM 

where I live I don't have those dangers.

Same here. But not everybody lives where you and I live. And the decent folks who
have to live in such places should be able to protect themselves.

RStonePT • 2 points • 25 October, 2020 07:52 PM 

citizens buying unlimited amounts of automatic weapons at gun shows.

It kinda was. Farmers owned warships and cannons back then.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:40 PM 

If there were Stealth bombers back then, Patrick Henry would have owned two.

Sam Adams would have owned 4.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:38 PM 

I don’t think the founding fathers would approve of citizens buying unlimited amounts of
automatic weapons at gun shows.

You can put your Ouija board away, because your opinion about what the Founders would
have wanted is irrelevent.

Plus, as we learn in Heller, your opinion is wrong.

Fun Fact: Every time a "right of the People" - as in "right of the People to keep and bear arms"
- is mentioned in the Constitution, it refers to an individual right.

anyJose • -4 points • 22 October, 2020 10:29 PM 

So you’re saying that mass shootings in the USA don’t exist?? And that it’s perfectly peaceful?
Hahaha yeah right keep dreaming. Masters what masters? I’m not the one sucking Donald trumps
cock all day even tho his ex wife fucked his bodyguard and his new wife isn’t fucking him.
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Donald trump is a grown man incel.

Proto_Sigma • 4 points • 22 October, 2020 11:51 PM 

If you care about data, mass shootings are actually very rare in the US and most media stats
suggesting other wise are ludicrously inflated. Of the shootings that do occur, the
overwhelming majority of them are committed with handguns, not rifles, many of which are
obtained illegally by gangs that trafficking drugs in an international black market, and said
shootings are mostly turf wars between gang members. Guns are also used defensively far
more often than they are used as a tool to commit crimes.

Most shit that gets reported on the news is reported on precisely because it doesn't happen
often. It's novel, but if you're glued to the screen you see it constantly and vastly overestimate
its actual frequency. Don't be a TDS bloopie.

anyJose • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 01:06 AM 

Dude there hasn’t been a mass shooting in Australia since 1996. Why? Gun control, you
said that America doesn’t have many mass shootings and it’s true but they still have.
Background checks can easily fix that.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:47 PM* 

Dude there hasn’t been a mass shooting in Australia since 1996.

In America, the problem isn't guns.

Australia has a cohesive, homogenous society made up of people with a work ethic, a
sense of personal responsibility and a respect for the rule of law.

Take a look at where America is coming apart. Or Sweden. Or the UK. It's not in the
countryside. It's in places where those things are absent.

The two states with the lowest gun homicide rates are NH and VT. Plenty of guns, no
big cities, etc.

Proto_Sigma • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 01:38 AM 

This obviously coming from someone who’s never actually bought a gun and gone
through a background check.

Federal background checks already exist. They’re mandatory for all commercial sales.
The black market exists and most criminals have no qualms or issues getting such guns
on a black market or stealing them.

anyJose • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 05:38 AM 

My dad has a gun and he leans Liberal on a lot of issues. What pisses me off is
when right wingers spread the lie that democrats will take your guns. Nah they
won’t, if you read my previous comments I never even said that guns should be
banned. I just don’t like the lies and the fearmongering “Democrats want to take
your guns”. A few democrats but most don’t.

SalporinRP • 1 point • 29 October, 2020 02:16 AM 

A few democrats but most don’t.

I honestly agree but here's the problem. The AOC and Ilhan Omar ultra
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progressive sect of the democratic party (AKA the type of far left dems who
actually do want to take your guns) is growing larger and larger every year.
They are still just a loud vocal minority but what about 5 years from now?
What about 10?

In your previous comment you said this:

Dude there hasn’t been a mass shooting in Australia since 1996. Why? Gun
control, you said that America doesn’t have many mass shootings and it’s
true but they still have. Background checks can easily fix that.

And do you know what kind of legislation Australia enacted to control guns in
the country? They passed the National Firearms Agreement restricting what
guns an individual could own which included a mandatory buyback of all
firearms which were deemed illegal. And what is a mandatory buyback? The
government taking your guns by force.

I'm not hating on you, I enjoy debate. But you talk about how the democrats
don't want to take your guns, but then bring up Australia as a country we
should emulate. AKA the country that took everyone's guns.

FrolicMonkey • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 11:35 PM 

AFC detected

RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 07:55 PM 

When you televise each individual shooting 24/7 for a week one would think they are a daily
occurance.

It's the same reason that COVID has people in a panic, even though it's just stealing numbers
from other ailments, or terrorism, even though macdonalds was more likely to kill you by a
huge margin.

People suck at assessing risk

faceless30 • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 11:45 PM 

Those same masters that make you wear a face condom for something affecting only already
deadly ill

redpillschool • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 05:54 PM 

You mean the ones locking up the healthy instead of the sick?

bottomLobster • 6 points • 22 October, 2020 09:48 PM 

This is load of BS. I'm also from Europe and the only really safe countries here are the ones with
liberal gun laws. And don't get me started on the mass shootings - how come it always happens in a
school or other gun-free zones? Is that a coincidence?

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 01:40 AM 

how come it almost always happens in a country with guns everywhere?

RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 07:55 PM 
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The rest have stabbings.

Can't legislate human nature bud

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 01:49 PM 

You mean with media everywhere.

Of the 6 people Eliot Rodger murdered, 4 were men, and he killed 3 of them with knives. But
all we know about him is that he was a gun guy who killed girls. (Not defending Rodger at all,
just pointing out how the story got told.)

Sumsar01 • 4 points • 22 October, 2020 09:23 PM 

Norway have higher death from mass shooting rate than the US. US have a larger gang problem than
europe. (At least at this point in time) you also dont get news from all of EU and we have plenty of
muslims blowing the selves up and shooting people. London is also the stabbing capital of the world.
Etc. Also more guns correlates with less murders in OECD countries.

anyJose • -1 points • 22 October, 2020 10:30 PM 

Why are you lying? There’s zero studies. Maybe you guys lie about how many women you get
too�

Sumsar01 • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 08:50 AM* 

It doesn't take a study to plot homicide vs. guns for OECD countries and social science is
notorious for shitty data anyways (40% of psychology papers cant even be reproduced). The
US is not the only OECD country with a large amount of guns. Switzerland and Finland also
have easy access to guns, but a low homicide rate. Use your brain maybe this is a little more
nuanced than "gun goes brrr brrr!! people dead".

Edit: Oh god... you're a 18 year old incel. Why am I even trying to explain this to a High
School kid who cant even get laid. Dude go to the gym instead of discussing fucking
geopolitics.

a14deadpool • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 04:11 PM 

Dude you can’t call other people incels if you are an incel yourself.

anyJose • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 04:15 PM 

Switzerland and Finland have access to guns they’re still incredibly small counties
compared to the US plus lots of Americans have weird mental issues for some reason, but
the problem is you think I’m against guns I’m not I’m just saying that background checks
are good and that you shouldn’t go around thinking you’re cool cause you have a gun and
people should buy one or that democrats want to take your guns�

Sumsar01 • 1 point • 24 October, 2020 07:01 AM 

Restrictions of how to get guns havent even been mentioned. Though most guns used
to kill people have been aquired illigally anyways. Also im from Denmark where only
the criminals and state have guns. Only reason I have used one is because I have been
conscripted.
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Redpiller77 • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 01:14 AM 

If you don't understand how useful and necessary guns are you lack perspective. I don't even like them, but
I'll get one the first chance I have.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 04:35 AM 

They’re not useful and necessary for everyone or even most people. The world is a big place.

Redpiller77 • 3 points • 23 October, 2020 10:58 AM 

Guns are power, if you want everyone else to have that power over you that's your choice I guess.
Even Marx with all his shit politics understood this. Just hope you never need a gun.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 01:12 PM 

You’re either paranoid or live in a violent city

Redpiller77 • 3 points • 23 October, 2020 01:23 PM 

Safety is just an illusion.

But hey man, like I said just hope you never need a gun.

[deleted] • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 02:11 PM 

I can’t imagine a scenario where I would need one. I’ve had guns pulled on me and been
robbed and if I had a gun in those moments it would’ve probably ended up with someone
dying. I don’t wanna go to prison and I don’t want to die so how is having a gun going to
help me?

Redpiller77 • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 09:12 PM 

I’ve had guns pulled on me and been robbed and if I had a gun in those moments it
would’ve probably ended up with someone dying.

Wow. Let's just agree to disagree.

redpillschool • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 05:55 PM 

Seatbelts are 100% unnecessary as long as you don't crash.

[deleted] • 2 points • 24 October, 2020 04:08 AM 

Great example except seatbelts are rarely if ever used to murder people

redpillschool • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 05:16 PM 

We got a genius over here

RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 07:48 PM 

hence the toolbox analogy. Theres a few things in there that don't apply to me either, I have to ask why you
felt the need to point that out though when you clearly caught the thrust of what he was saying ... and agreed.

jackjumpedover • 3 points • 23 October, 2020 02:24 AM 

The end game of red pill is MGTOW. When the novelty of women wears off, you get a dog, some good games,
a good kitchen, and a hobby to create/build something useful
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RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 08:07 PM 

I like fucking on the regular, and I can still own a dog.

jackjumpedover • 1 point • 26 October, 2020 04:05 PM 

Wait until you're older and more experienced. Sticking your dick in a warm hole for 20 years eventually
loses its novelty and you'll want to spend less time chasing pussy and more time doing something
productive.

RStonePT • 1 point • 26 October, 2020 05:03 PM 

What you said has nothing to do with what I said. It's better if you comment to me, instead of at me as
I'm aware of all the MGTOW talking points and have heard them all before

RubenMcGroin • 4 points • 22 October, 2020 05:24 PM 

Great post, I enjoyed the read.

The trouble I’m having is that there are senior contributors here that insist that the goal of a college aged male
and a 50 year old should only and always be the same and that anything else beyond the basics of spinning plates
is pandering to the blue pill dream.

There are levels to this, and staying at level one shouldn’t be considered the goal nor should masculine men be
taught as such. Any man still here for any significant enough amount of time has internalised and lives this stuff
daily and has succeeded at the basic fundamentals enough to think to himself, what next?

To answer that with “enjoy the decline, spin more plates” is in my opinion feeding the clown world, feminist
dystopia we would be told to ‘enjoy’ while you see off your 13th different girl of the week.

MentORPHEUS • 6 points • 22 October, 2020 05:28 PM 

The trouble I’m having is that there are senior contributors here that insist that the goal of a college aged
male and a 50 year old should only and always be the same and that anything else beyond the basics of
spinning plates is pandering to the blue pill dream.

Critics throw out claims like this a lot, but let's see you cite one single instance of a senior contributor
writing anything plausibly close to what you're claiming.

Protocol_Apollo • 6 points • 22 October, 2020 08:01 PM 

Welp...he just did a purple pill debate tactic.

Make up a TRP point and then try and dismantle it.

Ask_For_Cock_Pics • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 04:54 PM 

Some unnecessary alt-right style commentary, but good advice nonetheless. Totally agree with becoming
independent from the society in case it all goes to shit.

hell_inna_bucket • 14 points • 22 October, 2020 05:34 PM 

How is that advice “alt-right”?

Ask_For_Cock_Pics • 5 points • 23 October, 2020 02:52 AM* 

trp.red/p/whis...

"satisfying as it is to watch lefties cry", referring to liberals as commies, as judgemental toward aspects
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of leftist culture that have nothing to do with sexual dynamics as it is toward aspects that do. It's a good
read, but it unnecessarily narrows it's audience.

HumanSockPuppet • 14 points • 22 October, 2020 06:13 PM 

"Alt-right" just means "enjoying life without some's fist up your ass like you're a human sock puppet".

It's how the weak-minded rationalize their slavery as something pleasant.

mojambosan • 5 points • 22 October, 2020 09:24 PM 

The hippies would have been branded as “alt-right”.

Imagine living the life you want to live, free from society’s expectations? How facist. How racist. etc.
etc.

arakouzo • 12 points • 22 October, 2020 08:19 PM 

There was a time not that long ago when "As long as I'm not hurting somebody, I should have the right to
say and do whatever I want without any restrictions and the power to defend that right" was a hard-left,
super-liberal viewpoint.

Today, that's regarded as a crazy alt-right viewpoint. The left went so far left that whoops, it became fascist,
and now viewpoints that used to be liberal look like radical right viewpoints.

Project_Zero_Betas • 4 points • 22 October, 2020 11:18 PM 

Ive been saying this for a while now, glad other people agree. The left went so far to the fringes after gay
marriage that its hard not to characterize a lot of the rhetoric as thought policing. Freedom of speech took
a serious nosedive starting in Obamas second term because the left got arrogant in assuming it had won
the cultural wars with his reelection and legalized gay marriage. Now anyone who doesn’t toe the
“tolerance AT ALL COSTS” line is subject to cancel culture, neverminding that free speech is a self-
correcting process. Maybe campus safe spaces are a terrible idea for maturing minds in an educational
environment. Maybe womens right to feel safe while exposed on a public toilet prevails over a guy
feeling “discriminated” against despite male and female bathrooms being exactly equivalent (pls dont
make a water fountain argument, unless youre a female and routinely urinate in them). But even the mere
suggestion of these ideas can completely ostracize good individuals in 2020. Sad.

Of course, as off the rails the left went on 1A principles over the past decade, the same can be said of the
right wrt climate science and change. But thats another post.

arakouzo • 6 points • 22 October, 2020 11:18 PM 

It's not really a conservative-liberal split any more. It's an individualist-collectivist split.

The moral code of the right used to be individualist Christianity. You have freedom, but you have a
job to do and a role in society. Freedom, but with moral responsibility.

The old moral code of the left used to be secular individualism. People should be free to do anything
they want as long as they're not actually hurting someone else. Freedom, and only the very basic
responsibility of not harming others.

The new moral code of the left is collectivist social justice. People should willingly sacrifice the
rights to say or do certain things so that the world is more tolerable for others who don't want to hear
or see those certain things. People should willingly sacrifice wealth, power, and opportunities to
make room for others, so that the world is more fair and just for the others. Prioritizing what is good
for the collective and socially just and fair over individual freedom.
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Project_Zero_Betas • 2 points • 22 October, 2020 11:20 PM 

In other words, for the modern left, positive liberty absolutely tramples on negative liberty.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 08:45 AM 

Social justice isn’t about giving up your freedoms it’s about granting the same freedoms to ALL
people

arakouzo • 5 points • 23 October, 2020 01:12 PM 

The old moral code of the left fostered ideas like protecting KKK rallies. Because real
freedom and real justice was embodied by the statement "I don't agree with your viewpoint,
and actually I think it's disgusting, but I will fight and die for your right to express it."

The new, more socially just moral code is that offensive speech must be silenced because it
inflicts fear and psychological harm on its targets and may incite others to participate in the
offensive speech or to escalate the offensive speech to actual harm. Now I'm not down with
the KKK and think they suck, but on principle, I think anybody with a brain ought to
recognize that freedom of speech exists specifically for the purpose of protecting offensive
speech. Non-offensive speech doesn't need protecting because nobody is trying to silence it.

The old moral code of the left fostered ideas like everybody having equal protection under the
law but everybody being a unique individual having your own unique circumstances that
would affect the path your life takes. The same legal rights, but wildly different opportunities
and outcomes.

The new, more socially just moral code seeks to dismantle the existing system of uneven
opportunities and privileges because it isn't fair to everyone who doesn't have the same
opportunities as others. The reengineering process takes some of those "unfair" opportunities
away from the privileged people or artificially offers those opportunities to people who lack
them.

Social justice marked a major shift away from the older liberal idea that people should be free
to do whatever they want as long as they're not harming everybody, toward the modern fascist
idea that people should be kind of free as long as nothing they do deviates from the collective
morally just version of society that has been ordained.

Which is weird because the old liberal movement was constantly at war with the collective
morally just version of right-wing society (which was trying to impose Christian morality on
the masses). Now, it's the right who's all about individualism, and the left that's fascist and
trying to force the masses to conform to a moral code.

Project_Zero_Betas • 2 points • 23 October, 2020 05:40 PM 

Whats that Larry Flint quote? Something like “Free speech is only important when its
offensive.”

RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 08:13 PM 

Some are more equal than others and more deserving of that freedom.

RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 08:12 PM 

This was never here. I assume you're american but between:

Temperance
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Labour riots
The Depression
Prohibition
The devout religous history of the USA
Red Scare
WW2 war measures
Civil war

and so on there was never a period of time where guys could sit back and not be told what to do by
someone under threat. Maybe a brief period between the civil war and the trans continental railroad if
you lived in a shithole and took a crap in a creek ... but that was it.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 08:51 AM 

I was just thinking the opposite. We don’t have real liberals in politics anymore. The left-centrists like
AOC are labeled the radical left by Trump. Bernie Sanders wants universal healthcare like every other
modern country has so he’s a communist. Trump has moved the needle to the right so far that hate groups
are starting to gain legitimacy. Hell even Breitbart is taken seriously now.

Project_Zero_Betas • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 05:19 PM 

Isnt TRP alt-right though?

TheRedPike • 3 points • 25 October, 2020 01:44 AM 

No.

I find it hilarious that so many people see the alt-right is the counter to the left, when in fact it was a
counter to neocons. ALT-right. Not alt-left or anti-left. A lot of those guys used to show up to occupy
wall street stuff. Well at least until it became politically inconvient to established parties. As the winds
blow, they are both obsolete now.

Project_Zero_Betas • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 02:05 AM 

Thank you for clearing that up.

RStonePT • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 08:14 PM 

It's apolitical. a lot of people aren't american and that alt right thing is a meaningless distinction.

Project_Zero_Betas • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 08:32 PM 

I like to think that, but other ECs besides GLO have tried to tell me you cant be a leftie and RPed at
the same time. I can see how to some degree its Altright but other parts of the sidebar just come
across as a pure sexual strategy, nothing more.

RStonePT • 2 points • 26 October, 2020 01:04 PM 

I call it clubhouse masculinity. They are 'lost boys who joined for a clubhouse and people with
power fantasies trying to soapbox their stupidity for the kiddos. While I'm sure the ones you are
referring to understand sexual dynamics enough to get a flair, it's no guarantee that they are
useful. The only reason the flair exists is if a new guy here sees two people with conflicting
advice that it's worth giving the EC more weight.

Don't forget, neoreactionsafe was in here blatering on about lizard illuminati people with his flair,
plus that one incel who somehow got it.
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Project_Zero_Betas • 1 point • 26 October, 2020 02:08 PM 

Just as well for me, idk if I could consider myself alt right since I seem to have an affinity for
jew broads. (Fwiw I watched the “RP is a cult” YT video last night, and theres a definite lost
boys mentality here although certainly not a cult)

itiswr1tten • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 09:09 PM 

666 777

Sorta miss that guy

RStonePT • 1 point • 28 October, 2020 10:06 PM 

Asshole couldn't stay on topic

VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 29 October, 2020 02:40 PM 

I like to think that, but other ECs besides GLO have tried to tell me you cant be a leftie and
RPed at the same time.

You can be TRP and left-wing, politically, it’s just that it’s not that common. The left is full of
manginas, etc., and the cognitive dissonance can be too much to handle.

Project_Zero_Betas • 2 points • 29 October, 2020 03:26 PM 

Im just trying to tie some bitches up like you uncle vas.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 29 October, 2020 03:44 PM 

A laudable goal.

hisbirdness • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 01:27 AM 

Anybody else have trouble verifying their account on trp.red? I've tried several times and always get an error
message or some such when I attempt to verify my Reddit account.

[deleted] • 1 point • 23 October, 2020 10:17 AM 

Learning Game and Learning to Sell Shit will come in handy as one matures and wants different things. Add the
muscle and DGAF attitude and you are top 1%.

NormalAndy • 1 point • 25 October, 2020 08:14 AM 

Great read- thanks. Why did the word ‘honor’ ( or seemingly having a lack of it) push my buttons?

AvengerSentinel • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 07:17 PM 

One of the best pieces you've ever done, Whisper. Bravo.

El_Barbosa • 1 point • 22 October, 2020 09:59 PM 

Great read brother. Thank you
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